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Abstract: The feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord (6 August) is not found in the earliest liturgical Gregorian and Roman sources and is only occasionally present in books copied after the tenth century. Beneventan manuscripts are among the earliest and richest sources for this feast. They display a rich corpus of music and texts that includes three different Mass formularies, Tropes, Sequences, Prosulas, an Office, a Responsory, used as a processional song to be performed before the mass, and a benediction for the squeezing of the new grape at Mass. This articulated corpus testifies of the complex work that medieval liturgists and musicians often accomplished to compose new formularies. The recourse to preexisting music belonging to different traditions (Gregorian, Byzantine, and Old Beneventan in this case) was matched by a corresponding effort to create new music. The two local formularies, datable one before and the other after the half of the eleventh century, also testify of the aesthetic shift recognizable in other artistic productions of the time.
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